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Abstract-- The major speed limitation in any adder is in
the production of carries and addition problem. Carry
Select Adder (CSA) is one of the fastest adders used in
many data processing processors to perform fast
arithmetic functions. The carry select adder is used in
many computational systems to alleviate the problem of
carry propagation delay by independently generating
multiple carries and then select a carry to generate sum.
However the carry select adder is not area efficient
because it uses multiple pairs of ripple carry adders
(RCA) to generate partial sum and carry by considering
carry input, then the final sum and carry are selected
by the multiplexers (MUX). The basic idea of this paper
is to use binary to excess converter ( BEC) instead of
RCA to achieve high speed. The proposed work in this
paper uses simple and gate level modification to
enhance the features of propagation speed, power, area
etc.

considering carry input Cin=0 and Cin=1,then the final
sum and carry selected by multiplexers(MUX).
The basic idea of this work is use of binary to excess1 converter instead of RCA with Cin=1.The main
advantage of binary to excess converter is having
lesser number of logic gates than the n-bit full adder
structure.
The Fig.1.1 shows the logic diagram of 4-bit BEC
whereas the Fig.1.2 shows the truth table of 4-bit
BEC.

Index terms-- CSA, RCA, BEC, MUX, Design,
Simulation, Synthesis.

Fig.1.1.Binary to Excess Converter

I. INTRODUCTION

In digital adders, the speed of addition is limited by
the time required to propagate a carry through the
adder. The sum for each bit position in an elementary
adder is generated sequentially only after the
previous bit position has been summed and a carry
propagated into the next position. The CSA used in
many computational systems to alleviate the problem
of carry propagation delay by independently
generating multiple carries and then select a carry to
generate the sum. The CSA is not area efficient
because it uses multiple pairs of ripple carry
adders(RCA) to generate partial sum and carry by

From Fig.1.1, inputs are B3,B2,B1,B0 and outputs
are X3,X2,X1,X0.The Boolean expressions of BEC
is listed below,(Note: functional symbols ~ NOT ,&
AND,^ XOR).
X0= ~ B0, X1= B0 ^ B1, X2= B2 ^ (B0 & B1),
X3= B3 ^ (B0&B1&B2).

Fig.1.2 Binary to Excess Converter Truth table
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II. CSA WITH RCA CIRCUIT

The CSA generally consist of two ripple carry adders
and a multiplexer. Adding two n-bit with a carry
select adder is done with two adders(therefore two
ripple carry adders) in order to perform the
calculation twice, one time with the assumption of
the carry being zero and the other assuming one.
After two results are calculated, the correct sum as
well as correct carry is then selected with the
multiplexer once the correct carry is identified.
Ripple carry adder is combination of full adders.
Each full adder inputs a Cin which is the Cout of
previous full adder. This kind of RCA is used for
which each carry bit ripples to the next full adder.
Thus the proposed RCA is now constructed by
adding full adder blocks in series, which is shown in
Fig.(A).

The Fig.(B) depicts that the basic building blocks of
CSA with proposed RCA circuit. Here, two RCA
circuits connected with MUX. the upper RCA
selected when carry is “0” and lower RCA selected
when carry is “1”.the selected RCA connected to
MUX. Depending on the carry value the MUX will
select the correct RCA and generate Sum. In general
it is to be noted that the operation of RCA is slowest
in all adders. But it is very compact in size. If the
ripple carry adder is implemented by N full adders,
the delay is 2N. The delay of adder increases linearly
with increase in number of bits.
C. Simulation Results of 16-bit CSA with RCA

Fig (A ) :Proposed RCA Chain
The modified RCA Chain structure in Fig.2.1 shows
the how sum and carry generated. Let us consider the
case, if we want to add two operands A and B where
A=1 0 1 1 , B=1 1 0 1.
By adding two operands, A+B =1 1 0 0 0.
i.e, Cout S3 S2 S1 S0.

The Fig.(C) shows the simulation results of !6 bit
CSA with RCA,these values are calculated by Xilinx
software. Whereas A,B and Cin are input values,
these values generate the corresponding SUM and
Cout values.
D. Synthesis Report of 16 bit CSLA with RCA

Fig (B) : CSA with Proposed RCA Circuit
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Synthesis report will generate after the simulation
process. In this Delay values are generated. The
problem in this design is the number of full adders
increased then the circuit complexity also increases.
The number of full adders increases the design of
area and decrease the speed of the system.

III. CSA WITH BEC CIRCUIT

In this design the CSLA is obtained by BEC together
with RCA. In this design we give the MUX inputs are
RCA output and BEC output. Based on the carry
input the MUX will select the carry input.
How the goal of fast addition is achieved using BEC
is described by Fig (A).

Fig (B): Basic building block of CSLA with BEC
The basic work of fig (B) is, the RCA and BEC
circuits connected to MUX. It will select the carry
value and generate the required sum.
C: CSLA with BEC 16 bit Simulation results

B3 B2 B1 B0

S3 S2 S1 S0

Fig (A) : BEC with MUX
One input of the MUX gets as it input (B3,B2,B1,B0)
and another input of the MUX is BEC output. This
produces two partial product results in parallel and
MUXES are used to select either BEC output or
direct inputs according to the control signal Cin.
Fig 3.2 is the modified version of CSLA with RCA.
In this the RCA with Cin=1 is replaced by BEC in
order to reduce the circuit complexity and delay.

This is the screen shot of CSLA with BEC
simulation results. Here inputs are A,B and Ci,
outputs are SUM and Cout.
D: Synthesis Report of 16-Bit CSLA with BEC
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This is the improved version of CSLA, it is clearly
shows that BEC reduces the delay compare to CSLA
with RCA. The RCA contains more full adder
circuits which leads to more delay. That is the why
BEC is replaced with RCA circuit. The main
advantage of BEC is less logic gates and less delay.
After comparisons of both performances it is shows
that CSLA with RCA Delay=26.319ns and CSLA
with BEC Delay =17.210ns,So we can conclude that
BEC circuit minimize the delay value.
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IV. COMPARISON OF CSLA WITH RCA AND CSLA WITH
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Total time=26.319ns

Total time=17.210ns

From the above comparison shows that using BEC
circuit in place of RCA improves the speed and
performance. So CSLA with BEC is better than
CSLA with RCA. Using this BEC circuit we can also
improve the power consumption, and area efficient.
V. CONCLUSION
Now a day’s carry select adder used in many data
processing processors to perform fast arithmetic
functions. That’s why we have designed a
configurable adder with minimum delay overhead,
with the help of BEC circuit. The reduced number of
gates of this work offers the great advantage in the
performance. This paper proposes a scheme that
increases the speed. The simulation and synthesis
results are done by using Xilinx-ISE 8.1 version.
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